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Automated Software Testing

Web & Cross-Browser Testing

Rapise is your best choice for cross-browser testing, with 

support for multiple versions of Internet Explorer, Firefox 

Chrome, Safari, Edge and Opera.

Rapise will test your web applications in all of the most 

widely used browsers with built in Spy and XPATH tools: 

Rapise – Rapid & Flexible Automated Testing

Rapise® provides powerful and easy to use automated 

testing. When you need to test web, mobile or desktop 

applications or test your APIs and web services, Rapise 

makes it easy. Ideal for today s agile software projects.

Rapise is accelerates your manual and automated 

testing – for all types of applications. With powerful 

exploratory, cross-browser and data-driven testing. 

Rapise is fully extensible, with third-party library support.

Key Features Include:

Web, Mobile & Desktop Testing in One Tool

Rapise comes out of the box with support for testing 

Desktop, Mobile and Web Applications. It allows the 

same test scripts to be executed in multiple browsers 

unchanged and supports most GUI frameworks.

Learn and Go Testing  

Rapise's Learn and Go testing is much more 

efficient than traditional record & playback. Objects 

are edited during the learning process instead of at 

the end. Significantly reduces testing time and gets 

your application to market faster.

Script or Scriptless Testing – Your Choice

Rapise includes both an easy to use scriptless test 

creation language that can be used by domain 

experts and a full JavaScript IDE for programmers 

who want the fully power of a test script language.

Graphic User Interface (GUI) Testing

Rapise® provides powerful built-in support for the 

following GUI platforms: Java, Windows Forms including 

Infragistics, DevExpress, Telerik, ComponentOne, 

SyncFusion, Microsoft .NET, Visual Basic 6, Win32, 

Silverlight, WPF and Microsoft UWP. 

With Rapise you can use the same environment to test all 

these different technologies and platforms. 

Mobile Device Testing

Rapise lets you record and play automated tests on a 

variety of mobile devices using either Apple iOS or 

Android. Rapise gives you the flexibility to test your 

applications on either real or simulated devices. 

Record or create one test script and execute the same 

script without modification across the major browsers. 

Rapise comes with built-in support for the different web 

application frameworks such as jQuery. It also includes 

integrates with the popular Selenium WebDriver platform:

Rapise lets you record and play automated tests on real 

iOS devices (iPad and iPhone) as well as test applications 

using the iOS simulator. Rapise lets you record and play 

automated tests on real Android devices as well as test 

applications using cloud services such as Kobiton.
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Automated Software Testing

Connect to SpiraTest for Test Management

Scriptless or Script-based Testing

Microsoft Dynamics Testing

To learn more about the features offered by Rapise® , and 

how it will transform software testing in your organization, 

please visit www.inflectra,com or contact us via:

Email: sales@inflectra.com

Phone: 1-866-572-5878 (toll-free)

+1 202-558-6885 (outside US)

Data-Driven Testing

Data-driven testing is the creation of test scripts to run 

together with their related data in a framework. The 

framework provides re-usable test logic to reduce 

maintenance and improve test coverage.

Rapise has special support for testing Microsoft Dynamics, 

so that you can easily regression test your ERP platforms 

and ensure that configuration changes work as expected.

In addition to the ability to create tests in JavaScript, 

Rapise lets you record tests using its powerful test 

recorder and object spy and generate tests in a table-

based scriptless framework called RVL:

SpiraTest provides an integrated, test management 

solution that manages your requirements, tests and 

incidents. When you use Rapise with SpiraTest or 

SpiraTeam, you can manage, schedule and execute your 

automated tests in a globally distributed test lab.

You can record and create your test cases using Rapise, 

upload them to SpiraTest and then schedule the tests to be 

automatically executed on multiple remote computers with 

real-time enterprise-grade reporting.

Web Service & API Testing
Rapise lets you testing REST and SOAP web services 

using a variety of formats including XML and JSON.

Rapise s query builder simplifies your API testing with 

robust debugging and message tracing.

Rapise includes support for Dynamics AX 2009, 2012, 

Dynamics CRM and Dynamics 365 for Operations & Sales.

Rapise provides strong support for data-driven testing 

with the ability to load in test data from an Excel 

spreadsheet or relational database.

Each of the recorded actions and verification steps is 

now represented by a simple set of rows in the table, with 

the parameters and values displayed alongside
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